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DATA-DRIVEN STOCHASTIC INVERSION UNDER FUNCTIONAL1

UNCERTAINTIES∗2

MOHAMED REDA EL AMRI §¶, CELINE HELBERT† , OLIVIER LEPREUX‡ , MIGUEL3

MUNOZ ZUNIGA ¶, CLEMENTINE PRIEUR§ , AND DELPHINE SINOQUET¶4

Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new methodology to deal with an uncertain functional5
input in inversion problems through computer experiments. This study is motivated by an auto-6
motive application. In this context, the simulator code takes a double set of simulation inputs :7
deterministic control variables and functional random variables. This framework is characterized by8
two features. The first feature is the high computational cost of simulations, which makes the inver-9
sion in the presence of uncertainties unaffordable. The second feature is that the probability density10
of the functional input V is only known through a sample of realizations. The proposed method11
involves two imbricated tasks. A first task based on a bayesian approach aims at wisely choosing the12
new evaluations of the code in order to estimate the excursion set with a limited number of costly13
simulations. The second task targets on efficiently estimating the expectation over the functional14
random variable. As the uncertain variable is observable through a finite training sample, we present15
three ways to infer the distribution from data. Our method is illustrated and calibrated on an ana-16
lytical example. It is then applied on the automotive industrial test case where the objective is to17
identify the set of control parameters leading to meet the pollutant emissions standards of a vehicle.18

Key words. functional random variable, design of experiments, set estimation, Gaussian process19
models20

AMS subject classifications. 60G15, 62D05, 62P3021

1. Introduction. In recent years, computer models are omnipresent in engi-22

neering and sciences, because the corresponding physical experimentation is costly or23

impossible to execute. Numerical models are adopted to study the behaviour of such24

physical phenomena. As underlined in [4, 7], practitioners are not only interested in25

the response of their model for a given set of inputs (forward problem) but also in26

recovering the set of input values leading to a prescribed value or range for the output27

of interest. The problem of estimating such set is called hereafter inversion problem.28

We will consider a system that evolves in an uncertain environment, the uncertain-29

ties appear for example due to manufacturing tolerances or environmental conditions.30

The numerical simulator modelling the system, denoted f , takes two types of input31

variables : a set of control variables x ∈ X, and a set of uncertain variables v ∈ V.32

Robust inversion consists in seeking the set of control variables x ∈ X such that33

supv∈V f(x, v) is smaller than a threshold c. Then, the difficulty of solving the ro-34

bust inversion problem strongly depends on the uncertainty set V. In our setting,35

V is a functional space, and we consider the inversion problem under uncertainty as36

a stochastic inversion problem. It means that we assume that the uncertainty has37

a probabilistic description. Let V denote the random variable, valued in V, mod-38

elling the uncertainty. In our framework, we are interested in constructing the set :39

Γ∗ := {x ∈ X , EV[f(x,V)] ≤ c}, with c ∈ R. Other sets could be considered such40
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as Γα = {x ∈ X , PV (f(x,V) ≤ c) ≥ 1 − α}, α ∈ [0, 1]. Most of the methodology41

presented in our paper could be adapted to that case.42

In our framework, the probability distribution of V is only known from a set of real-43

izations. We thus aim at replacing the expectation in the definition of Γ∗ by a Monte44

Carlo estimate. In that sense, our methodology is a data-driven procedure.45

Inverse problems have already been carried out in many applications, notably relia-46

bility engineering (see, e.g., [4], [7]), climatology (see, e.g., [5], [14]) and many other47

fields. In the literature, one way to solve the problem is to adopt a sequential sampling48

strategy based on Gaussian process emulators. The idea is that gaussian process em-49

ulators, which capture prior knowledge about the regularity of the unknown function50

g : x 7→ EV[f(x,V)], make it possible to assess the uncertainty about Γ∗ given a set51

of evaluations of g. More specifically, these sequential strategies for the estimation of52

an excursion set are closely related to the field of Bayesian global optimization (see,53

e.g., [7]). In the case of inversion problems, Stepwise Uncertainty Reduction (SUR)54

strategies based on set measures were introduced in [31]. More recently, a parallel im-55

plementation of these strategies have been proposed in [8] and applied to the problem56

of construction of an excursion set. Briefly, the strategy SUR gives sequentially the57

next location where to evaluate the function g in order to minimize an uncertainty58

function. The key contribution of the present paper is to propose a data-driven adap-59

tation of that procedure in the presence of functional uncertainties.60

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the Bayesian framework61

and fundamental notions of the infill strategy, Stepwise Uncertainty Reduction (SUR).62

In Section 3, we present a new method and recall two existing ones to quantify the63

uncertainty associated with functional random variable: one based on a probabilistic64

modelling approach and the other one related to the so-called scenario approach. We65

also define a new more efficient method for estimating the expectation using tools66

from both existing methods. In Section 4, we introduce our data-driven methodology67

and describe our algorithms. Finally, in Section 5, we illustrate the overall procedure68

on an analytical example and then apply it to an industrial test case.69

2. Background on SUR strategies. Let f : X×V −→ R denote the unknown70

real-valued continuous function, where X is a bounded subset of Rp, p ≥ 1, and V71

a functional space on which a functional random variable V is defined. Moreover,72

we suppose that a finite set of N realizations of the functional random variable V is73

available. In the following, we consider the expectation as the robustness measure and74

we are interested in characterizing the set of control variables which leads a system75

to satisfy a safe behaviour:76

Γ∗ := {x ∈ X , EV[f(x,V)] ∈ C}
:= {x ∈ X , g(x) ∈ C} with C = (∞, c], c ∈ R.

(1)77

While the function f depends on two separate types of inputs (control and uncertain78

variables), our objective function g depends only on the control variables, i.e., for each79

setting of control variables, the objective function is the mean of f over the unknown80

distribution of the uncertain variable.81

The estimation of Γ∗ by a systematic exploration of X requires far too many evalu-82

ations of g. Therefore, statistical methods based on a reduced number of evaluation83

points are widely used to overcome this latter difficulty (see [30], [2], [7]) by focusing84

the evaluations on the ’promising’ subregion of the control space.85

These methods usually begin by an exploration phase, during which the output of the86

code is computed on an experimental design of size n. This initial design is then se-87
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DATA-DRIVEN STOCHASTIC INVERSION UNDER FUNCTIONAL UNCERTAINTIES 3

quentially expanded by adding new goal oriented points. This procedure is introduced88

below.89

2.1. Random closed set and bayesian framework. In a Bayesian frame-90

work, we assume that g is a realization of an almost surely continuous Gaussian91

process Y ∼ GP (m, k) with a mean structure m, defined as, m(x) = E[Yx], x ∈ X,92

and a covariance kernel k, defined as, k(x, x′) := Cov(Yx, Yx′), x, x
′ ∈ X. Due to the93

stochastic nature of (Yx)x∈X, the associated excursion set,94

(2) Γ := {x ∈ X , Yx ∈ C}95

is a random closed set. From the assumption that g is a realization of Y , the true96

unknown set Γ∗ can be seen as a realization of the random closed set Γ. Therefore, we97

need to build a Stepwise Uncertainty Reduction strategy (SUR) that aims at reducing98

uncertainty on Γ by adding new evaluation points step by step. In this context such99

strategy relies on the notion of uncertainty for random sets. This latter will be100

characterized by the Vorob’ev expectation and deviation for random sets introduced101

in Subsection 2.2. The principle of SUR strategies are alo recalled in Subsection 2.3.102

2.2. Vorob’ev approach. Γ defines a random closed set. Several ways to define103

the expectation of a random set have been developed in the literature (see e.g. [22]).104

In this paper, we focus on Vorob’ev expectation, closely related to quantiles and level-105

sets which have been the subject of many developments. Let us define the coverage106

probability function of a random set Γ as107

(3) p(x) = P(x ∈ Γ), x ∈ X.108

The coverage function p is not always available in an analytical closed form. For109

instance [12], [11] propose to replace p by an empirical counterpart and established110

consistency of plug-in estimators under weak assumptions. Here thanks to the Gaus-111

sianity assumption we will work with a closed form criterion. For α ∈ [0, 1], the α-level112

set of p(x), also known as the Vorob’ev Quantile, is113

(4) Qα = {x ∈ X : p(x) ≥ α}.114

Let µ be a Borel σ-finite measure defined on X, the Vorob’ev expectation is defined115

as Qα∗ with α∗ such that the volume of Qα∗ matches the mean volume of Γ in the116

following sense :117

(5) ∀β > α∗ , µ(Qβ) < E[µ(Γ)] ≤ µ(Qα∗).118

Finally we introduce a notion of variability, based on the concept of expected distance119

between two random sets. First, let us consider two random closed sets A,B, the120

expected distance between A,B with respect to the measure µ is defined as121

(6) dµ(A,B) = E[µ(A4B)],122

where A4B is the symmetric difference of A and B. The quantity E[µ(Γ4Qα∗)] is123

called Vorob’ev deviation.124

125

In the following, we use the Vorob’ev expectation and deviation to quantify the126

variability of Γ conditionally to available observations. Let us denote the initial127

design points as Xn = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ Xn and the responses at these points as128
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gXn = (g(x1), g(x2), ..., g(xn)) ∈ Rn. We note YXn = (Yx1
, Yx2

, ..., Yxn) the random129

vector associated to the random process Y considered at Xn. The main object of130

interest is then the conditional probability distribution of the random closed set Γ131

given the n observations. We know that the posterior distribution of the process Y132

given the n available observations remains Gaussian and is characterized by the pos-133

terior mean mn(x) = E[Yx | YXn = gXn ], x ∈ X, and the posterior covariance kernel,134

kn(x, x′) := Cov(Yx, Yx′ | YXn = gXn). The coverage probability function (3) and135

Vorob’ev Quantile (4) given the n observations can easily be computed as follows :136

pn(x) = P(x ∈ Γ | YXn = gXn) = P(Yx ≤ c | YXn = gXn) = Φ
(c−mn(x)√

kn(x, x)

)
,

Qn,α = {x ∈ X : pn(x) ≥ α} = {x ∈ X : mn(x) + Φ−1(α)
√
kn(x, x) ≤ c},

(7)137

where Φ(.) denotes the cumulated distribution function (c.d.f.) of the standard138

Gaussian distribution. The Vorob’ev expectation Qn,α∗n can be determined by tun-139

ing α to a level α∗n such that µ(Qn,α∗n) = E[µ(Γ) | YXn = gXn ], knowing that140

E[µ(Γ) | YXn = gXn ] =
∫
X pn(x)µ(dx), this can be done through simple dichotomy or141

more advanced technique as, e.g., brent’s method.142

Once the Vorob’ev expectation is determined, the computation of Vorob’ev deviation143

E[µ(Γ4Qn,α∗n) | YXn = gXn ] can be expressed as a function of the posterior coverage144

probability function pn and does not require simulations of Γ. Indeed,145

En[µ(Γ4Qn,α∗n)] = En
[
µ(Γ ∩Qcn,α∗n) + µ(Qn,α∗n ∩ Γc)

]
= En

[ ∫
X

1{x∈Γ,x 6∈Qn,α∗n}
+ 1{x6∈Γ,x∈Qn,α∗n}

µ(dx)

]
=

∫
Qc
n,α∗n

En[1{x∈Γ}]µ(dx) +

∫
Qn,α∗n

En[1{x 6∈Γ}]µ(dx)

=

∫
Qc
n,α∗n

pn(x)µ(dx) +

∫
Qn,α∗n

(1− pn(x))µ(dx),

(8)146

where En[.] = E[. | YXn = gXn ]. It must be emphasized that the Vorob’ev expec-147

tation and deviation depend on the n available observations. Therefore when more148

evaluation points are added, these two quantities change. The aim of the following149

strategy is to wisely choose the next evaluations to adaptively reduce the uncertainty150

on Vorob’ev expectation. Such a strategy using definitions previously introduced has151

been proposed in [7].152

2.3. SUR strategies. The principle of stepwise uncertainty reduction (SUR)153

(see, e.g., [4]; [8]) is to define an uncertainty measure, depending on the objective to154

be fulfilled, and to sequentially choose the points that decrease most this uncertainty.155

In other words, the aim of the SUR strategy is to construct a sequence of evaluation156

locations in order to reduce the expected uncertainty on a quantity of interest.157

Here, we work in the particular setting where g is a sample path of a random process158

Y . The uncertainty function for an estimate of Γ is defined as a function Huncert that159

associates to any finite sequence of observations (Xn,gXn) a real value representing160

the uncertainty on the estimation of Γ. When n observations are available, we denote161

by Huncert
n the uncertainty at step n. We assume that we have r evaluations left. The162

objective of the SUR strategy is to find r optimal locations xn+1, ..., xn+r such that163

the uncertainty Huncert
n+r is as small as possible.164
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In what follows, we consider the Vorob’ev deviation as the uncertainty function, at165

step n,166

(9) Huncert
n = E[µ(Γ4Qn,α∗n) | YXn = gXn ]167

One way of constructing the optimal sequence xn+1, ..., xn+r is to choose at each168

step the point that gives the smallest uncertainty Huncert
n+1 ,169

(10) Huncert
n+1 (x) = E[µ(Γ4Qn+1,α∗n

) | YXn = gXn , Yx]170

We note that the future uncertainty Huncert
n+1 is function of Yx given YXn = gXn .171

Therefore, at each step we choose the point that gives the smallest uncertainty in172

expectation, that is :173

xn+1 = argminx∈X En,x[Huncert
n+1 (x)]

= argminx∈X Jn(x),
(11)174

where En,x denotes the expectation with respect to Yx|YXn = gXn .175

After having evaluated the function g at the optimal location xn+1, we update the176

parameters of the posterior mean and covariance, and we restart until the evaluation177

budget r is exhausted. Such strategy is called one-step lookahead, which means that178

we select the next evaluation point as if it were the last one.179

In practice, it is possible to run the model evaluations in parallel. Thus, we aim180

at finding an optimal batch of q points to reduce the uncertainty. Such strategy181

is called batch sequential one-step lookahead. In this setting, the sampling criterion182

Jn is the expected uncertainty at next step assuming the batch of q points x =183

(x(1), x(2), ..., x(q)) ∈ Xq is evaluated.184

(12) Jn(x) = En,x[Huncert
n+q (x)],185

where En,x denotes the expectation with respect to Yx|YXn = gXn . As previously, we186

aim at choosing the batch of q points that gives the smallest expected uncertainty,187

(13) (xn+1, xn+2, ..., xn+q) = argminx∈Xq Jn(x).188

Proposition 2.1 (Jn criterion). Under the previous assumptions, the criterion189

Jn can be expanded in a closed-form expression as (the proof can be found in [7],190

Chapter 4.2),191

Jn(x) =

∫
X

(
2Φ2

(([
an+q(u)

Φ−1(α∗n)− an+q(u)

]
;

[
1 + γn+q(u) −γn+q(u)
−γn+q(u) γn+q(u)

]))

+ pn(u) + Φ
(an+q(u)− Φ−1(α∗n)√

γn+q(u)

))
dµ(u)

(14)192

where193

x = (x(1), x(2), ..., x(q)) ∈ Xq

an+q(u) =
c−mn(u)

sn+q(u)

γn+q(u) = btn+q(u)Kqbn+q(u)

bn+q(u) =
K−1
q k(x, u)

sn+q(u)
, u ∈ X

194
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with sn+q(u) =
√
kn+q(u, u), k(x, u) = (k(x(1), u), k(x(2), u), ..., k(x(q), u))t. Kq195

is the covariance matrix with elements [k(x(i), x(j))]i,j=1,...,q and Φ2(.,Σ) is the c.d.f.196

of the centered bivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Σ.197

For more theoretical perspectives on the SUR strategies, see [3] and references therein.198

199

The sampling criterion Jn (14) is used in order to select the next evaluations of the200

function g. Once these locations are obtained by minimizing the sampling criterion, we201

have to evaluate the function g on these points, i.e., to estimate g : x 7→ EV[f(x,V)],202

and to do so, we have to evaluate the function f for different realizations of the203

functional random variable V. This issue of efficiently evaluating an expectation over204

a functional random variable is discussed in the following section.205

3. Uncertainty quantification of random functional variables. The un-206

certainty of the functional variable must be quantified. Uncertainty modelling of207

functional variables has already been studied in various contexts (see, e.g. [25]). In208

Subsection 3.3, we present a new method to characterize the uncertainty associated209

to functional variables, but first we recall two existing methods. The first one de-210

scribed in Subsection 3.1 relies on the theory of functional analysis, while the second211

one introduced in Subsection 3.2 relies on a discrete approximation of the functional212

distribution.213

3.1. Dimension reduction and density estimation (Fpca). Let Vt be a214

real-valued random process, which is defined on the probability space (Ω,F ,P) and215

indexed on the bounded interval I ⊂ R. Without loss of generality, we will consider a216

centred stochastic process with finite variance. In this work, the stochastic process Vt217

is observable through a finite sample of N realizations. In this context, uncertainty218

quantification methodology followed by most of authors (e.g. [27], [13]) can be sepa-219

rated into two steps, hereafter called the Fpca method.220

First, the variable is decomposed on a truncated basis of functions. There are dif-221

ferent prominent examples of fixed functional basis, we can cite B-Spline basis or222

wavelet basis (see [20] for more details about wavelets and wavelet transforms). The223

Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion is another way of representing a stochastic process.224

It is based on the spectral expansion of the covariance function of the process. This225

covariance function, which can be viewed as a kernel, is defined as :226

(15) C(t, s) = Cov(Vt,Vs) = E[VtVs],227

and the corresponding integral operator is :228

(16) TCζ(t) =

∫
I

C(t, s)ζ(s)ds.229

We suppose that the covariance function is continuous in t, s. By Mercer’s theorem,230

the corresponding integral operator TC has an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions231

{ψi(t)}. We define :232

(17) ηi =

∫
I

Vtψi(t)dt,233

then ηi are centered uncorrelated random variables with var(ηi) = λi, where λi is the234

eigenvalue corresponding to ψi. We note that the use of the KL expansion is limited235

as the covariance function of the process is not known a priori. Nevertheless, we can236
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replace it by an empirical estimation based on the sample of N available realizations..237

There are a number of computational approaches that can be used to compute the238

eigenfunctions. The most straightforward is to discretize, and to solve the eigen-239

functions problem in its discretized form. Alternatively, the eigenfunctions can be240

decomposed in terms of a suitable basis of functions (e.g., B-splines), and the eigen-241

equation (16) solved with respect to the coefficients in this basis (see, e.g., [27]). The242

KL expansion then takes the following form Vt =
∞∑
i=1

ηiψi(t). This latter can be243

approximately represented by a truncated KL expansion :244

(18) Vt '
m∑
i=1

ηiψi(t),245

where m denotes the truncation argument. We emphasize that among many possible246

decompositions, as Fourier series, wavelets or B-splines, of a random process, the KL247

expansion is optimal in the sense that the mean-square error resulting from a finite248

representation of the process is minimized.249

The second step of the method consists in estimating the joint probability density250

function of the m independent random variables η. For this latter purpose we use in251

the following a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) which considered the seeked distri-252

bution as the weighted sum of multidimensional Gaussian distributions (see, e.g., [24]253

for a detailed overview on the subject). The GMM parameters are estimated by the254

expectation-maximization algorithm (EM).255

Finally, in order to generate a new sample of realizations of Vt, we start by sampling256

independently the scalar random variables η whose probability distribution is esti-257

mated beforehand, then we obtain the desired curve using the linear combination of258

equation (18).259

3.2. Scenario modelling. Another method, suggested by Lilburne et al. [19],260

is to represent the uncertainty of the functional variable by directly sampling from the261

set of N realizations of V, denoted by Ξ = {v1, ..., vN}. The functional probability262

distribution is approximated by a uniform discrete distribution over Ξ. This method263

was applied in [19] to calculate the first and total-order sensitivity indices for spatial264

models for simulating nitrate transport from paddock to groundwater. Ruffo et al.265

[29] also used this approach to perform sensitivity analysis of a model for oil reservoir266

production forecasting. This approach is likewise used in many other fields (see, e.g.,267

[15]; [18]; [1]; [21]).268

3.3. Weighted scenario modelling. The two approaches, described previ-269

ously, suffer from various pathologies. The first strategy [Subsection 3.1] depends270

on the approach used for the estimation of the KL coefficients distribution : non-271

parametric (distribution-free) model which makes no assumption about the probabil-272

ity distribution, or parametric model like GMM. To preserve the underlying curve273

structure, one should choose a large value for the truncation argument. However,274

parametric or non-parametric approaches for density estimation suffer from the curse275

of dimensionality. The second strategy [Subsection 3.2] has the merit of keeping the276

shape of curves, but the realizations are randomly selected from the initial set Ξ.277

However, sampling a few representative curves among Ξ is a difficult task. This is278

the reason why we propose here an optimal space filling strategy instead of the crude279

method of Lilbrune et al. [19]. Our aim is to explain at best the variability of V280

with a reduced sample of realizations. This approach can be related to randomized281
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8 EL AMRI, HELBERT, LEPREUX, MUNOZ ZUNIGA, PRIEUR, AND SINOQUET

quasi-Monte Carlo method which often improves the representativeness of the sam-282

ple by reducing the sampling error. First, we place ourselves in a finite dimensional283

euclidean space Rm by Karhunen-Loève decomposition (see Subsection 3.1), this can284

be illustrated by the following diagram and Figure 1285

(19) Ξ = {vij}j=1:f
i=1:N −→ G = {ηi}i=1:N286

Fig. 1. Ξ the sample of 100 realizations of V (left) and their representatives in the space of
coefficients η (right), where m = 2.

where vij = vi(tj) is the discretized version of the function vi at the points t1, ..., tf287

of the interval I and ηi ∈ Rm the associated KL decomposition coefficients. Once the288

reduction dimension has been performed, each realization in Ξ will be represented by289

a point in G. In the second step, to optimally explore the range of variation of V, we290

construct a space filling design, denoted D, using G as the candidate set, i.e., D ⊂ G,291

such that D aims at obtaining the best coverage of the space of the coefficients G.292

Before going further, let us briefly recall the notion of space-filling design, taking a293

purely model-free stance.294

3.3.1. Space-Filling Design and quality criterion. Let us define by D =295

{d1, ..., dl} a collection of l points. We denote296

(20) distij = ||di − dj ||,297

the euclidean distance between two design points di and dj of D. One must then298

attempt to make the smallest distance between neighboring points in D as large as299

possible. We call a design that maximizes φMm(D) = mini 6=j distij , a maximin-300

distance design (see Johnson et al [17]). There are several other intrinsic criteria in301

literature such as discrepancy that measures whether the distribution of the points of302

D is close to a uniform distribution. See Pronzato et al. [26] for a detailed overview303

on the subject.304

In the following, we consider the maximin-distance criterion to construct our305

design, and since we want to select points from the set G of coefficients {ηi}i=1:N , the306

design D can be obtained by finding the design of l points among N , that maximizes307

the criterion308

(21) max min
i 6=j
||ηi − ηj ||.309
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3.3.2. Sequential Space-filling Design. Finding the design D is a compu-310

tationally difficult problem. We could adapt the optimal design algorithms used in311

the literature such as simulated annealing (see Morris et al. [23]) and stochastic evo-312

lutionary algorithm (see Jin et al. [16]) for our purpose. Different from theirs, we313

propose a one-point-at-time greedy algorithm for the generation of our design. The314

sequential construction is described below315

Initialisation : random sampling of d1 ∈ G
∀l ≥ 2 , Dl = {di}i=1:l

dl = arg max
s∈G

φMm

(
Dl−1 ∪ {s}

)
G = {ηj}j=1:N

(22)316

The algorithm starts with a random point d1, the next point is chosen among the317

points in G in order to maximize the maximin-distance criterion, which means that318

the next point is selected so that it is as far as possible from those previously selected.319

The advantages are twofold, the points are chosen optimally and also sequentially. As320

the selected points belong to the set G, we recover the corresponding curves321

(23) ∀l ≥ 2 , Dl = {di}i=1:l −→ D̃l = {v(i)}i=1:l322

Figure 2 shows a construction of 10 points design applied to the example of Figure 1.323

In case the dimension reduction may lead to represent two different curves by the324

same point, thus in this case, we choose randomly one of them.

Fig. 2. Sequential design of 10 points (red points) in the space of the coefficients G (left) and
their corresponding red curves in Ξ (right).

325

3.3.3. Weight calculus. The proposed method produces a weighted mean that326

has less variability than the arithmetic mean of a simple random sample. To do so,327

one must calculate the weight associated to each selected curve. We propose to use328

the concept of Voronoi cell: we associate to each design point a region consisting of all329
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points closer to that design point than to any other, and we derive the weight calculus330

∀l ≥ 2 , ∀i ∈ {1, .., l} , w(l)
i = |Sli| and |.| denotes the cardinality of set

Sli = {η ∈ G | ∀h ∈ {1, ..., l} , d(η, di) ≤ d(η, dh)}
(24)331

The principal advantage of such a method is its performance to select even the332

extreme curves and to associate to them a small weight by definition of their uncom-333

mon nature. Such an approach can be considered as a variance reduction method.334

Note the complexity for the computation of the weights due to sequential approach.335

4. Implementation. The whole computational aspect is carried out in the R336

environment : we use DiceKriging package [28] for Gaussian modelling and the337

sampling criterion Jn (14), used in order to select the next evaluation xn+1 of the338

function g, is already implemented in the KrigInv package [10]. We exploit the339

kriging update formulas [9] for faster updates of posterior mean and covariance. The340

sequentiality of our method to estimate the robustness measure on xn+1 leads us to341

define a stopping criterion on the expectation estimation m̂. Thus, at each step in the342

estimation, we evaluate the absolute difference between two consecutive estimations343

of the expectation,344

(25) el(xn+1) = |m̂l−1(xn+1)− m̂l(xn+1)|345

where m̂i(xn+1) = 1
i∑
j=1

w
(i)
j

i∑
j=1

w
(i)
j f(xn+1, v(j)), we denote by |.| the absolute value346

function. In the following, the stopping criterion must satisfy the condition,347

(26) el−l0(xn+1) ≤ el−l0+1(xn+1) ≤ ... ≤ el(xn+1) ≤ ε348

it ensures that the quantities el are smaller than a tolerance ε on the l0 previous steps349

in the estimation. These two parameters are set by practitioners. It allows to use350

fewer curves without sacrificing estimation accuracy.351

The strategy SUR could be stopped if the allocated number of simulations is reached.352

However, we define in this work an additional stopping criterion based on the Vorob’ev353

deviation and close to the one defined for the expectation estimate. Thus, the strategy354

is carried out until the following stopping criterion is verified355

(27) eSUR
l−l0 ≤ e

SUR
l−l0+1 ≤ ... ≤ eSUR

l ≤ ε,356

where eSUR
i = | Ei−1[µ(Γ4Qi−1,α∗i−1

)]−Ei[µ(Γ4Qi,α∗i )] | is the absolute error between357

two successive Vorob’ev deviations. The condition (27) tests if all the quantities are358

smaller than a tolerance ε on l0 consecutive steps.359

The global methodology to perform robust inversion in presence of functional uncer-360

tainty proposed in this paper is summarized in Algorithm 1.361
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Algorithm 1

1: Create an initial design of experiments (Doe) of n points in the control space X
2: l← 2
3: while Stopping criterion (27) not met (SUR) do
4: xn+1 ← Sampling criterion Jn
5: while Stopping criterion (26) not met (Expectation Estimation) do
6: Augment design Dl and calculate weight wl using (22) and (24)
7: l← l + 1
8: end while
9: Update Doe

10: n← n+ 1
11: end while
12: end

5. Numerical tests. In this section we apply our new methodology based on362

the SUR strategy combined with the weighted scenario modelling of the functional363

uncertainties. It also possible to combine the SUR strategy with a dimension reduc-364

tion of the functional uncertainty (Subsection 3.1) or with a basic scenario modelling365

(Subsection 3.2). On an analytical test case, we compare our approach with these366

two alternatives. We then present in Subsection 5.2 an application to the industrial367

automotive test case which motivate our study.368

5.1. Analytical example. In this example, we define the function f as follows:369

(28)

f : (x,V) 7→ |0.1 cos(x1 max
t∈T

Vt) sin(x2).(x1 +x2 min
t∈T

Vt)
2|.
∫
T

(30 + Vt)
x1.x2

20 dt.max
t∈T

Vt370

where the control variable x lies in X = [1.5, 5] × [3.5, 5], and V is a standard371

Brownian motion with state space in R and T = [0, 1]. We suppose that a sample of372

N realizations of V is available, denoted by Ξ, and these realizations are discretized373

uniformly on 100 points of T . The objective is to construct the set Γ∗ := {x ∈374

X , g(x) = EV[f(x,V)] ≤ c}, where c = 1.2.375

Here we consider a Gaussian process prior (Yx)x∈X ∼ GP (m, k), with constant mean376

function and Matérn covariance kernel with ν = 5/2. The initial DoE consists of a377

9 points LHS design optimized by maximin criterion. The covariance kernel hyper-378

parameters are estimated by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Figure 3 shows379

the initial design of experiments and the target set Γ∗ obtained from a 30 × 30 grid380

experiment, where at each grid point the expectation is approximated by a Monte381

Carlo Method over 5000 realizations of V. We aim at estimating the set Γ∗ using the382

SUR strategy to choose the next evaluation point as defined in Section 2, and the383

methods presented in Section 3 to provide an estimation of the expectation.384

We proceed to add one point at each iteration of the SUR strategy until the385

condition (27) for (l0, ε) = (4, 5.10−3) is reached. The covariance parameters are re-386

estimated at each step by MLE. Since this criterion is based on the Vorob’ev deviation,387

the objective is to reduce the uncertainty on the estimate until stability. For the388

sequential estimation of the expectation, we test the sensitivity to the parameters389

(l0, ε) of criterion (26) (see Table 1).390

The estimation of the expectation at the proposed point by SUR is carried out with391

the 3 methods (Fpca, Scenario, W.Scenario) detailed in Section 3. As presented in392

Section 4, the estimation is done sequentially and it depends on the stopping criteria393
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Fig. 3. Analytical example. Contour plot of the function g, the set of interest (green) with
boundary (blue line), the initial design of experiments (black triangles).

parameters l0, ε and on the truncation argumentm. This latter is set atm = 7 in order394

to explain 97% of the variance. Our approach detailed in Subsection 3.3 is sequential395

by definition like the two others. The Monte Carlo approach (called Scenario method)396

is sequential because at each step a curve is drawn with replacement from the available397

sample Ξ. The same goes for the probabilistic approach (Fpca), at each step we add398

a new curve built as explained in Subsection 3.1. The first test consists in fixing399

the available sample of realizations of V (N=card(Ξ)=150). For this fixed sample, we400

compare the results obtained by the 3 uncertainty quantification methods for different401

l0 and ε. The Table 1 lists the parameters tested in this section.402

l0 4 2 3 4
ε 10−2 5.10−3 5.10−3 5.10−3

Table 1
Analytical example. Estimation of expectation stopping criteria parameters

To compare the performance of the various methods we use the ratio between the403

volume of the symmetric difference between the true set Γ∗ and the estimated set at404

last iteration, µ(Γ∗4Qnlast,α∗nlast
) and the volume of the true set, µ(Γ∗).405

Because of the sampling steps, the whole expectation estimation methods (Scenario,406

Fpca and Weighted Scenario) have a stochastic behaviour. Indeed, the Scenario and407

Fpca methods are stochastic by nature, the Weighted Scenario method depends on408

the starting curve which is randomly chosen from the available set of realizations409

Ξ. To account for these variabilities in the tests, the performance of each method is410

averaged over 30 independent runs. The results are summarized in Table 2.411
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µ(Γ∗4Qnlast,α∗nlast
)/µ(Γ∗) Number of calls to f

(l0, ε) Scenario Fpca W.Scenario Scenario Fpca W.Scenario

(4,1.e-2) 8.01 % 8.17 % 5.09 % 2372 (26) 2263 (28) 513 (15)
(2,5.e-3) 9.40 % 9.48 % 7.85 % 2189 (28) 2047 (26) 365 (19)
(3,5.e-3) 8.06 % 8.05 % 4.77 % 3121 (28) 2962 (28) 525 (15)
(4,5.e-3) 6.56 % 7.53 % 4.26 % 3913 (26) 3242 (24) 573 (12)

Table 2
Analytical example. Results obtained at the last iteration for different values of l0, ε and

methods. (.) : the average total number of iterations (SUR)

Table 2 indicates that the three methods are sensitive to the parameters l0 and412

ε. Bigger is the parameter l0, i.e., one seeks a stability of the estimation, smaller is413

the error but higher is the number of calls to the function. The weighted scenario414

method performs well both in terms of error and number of calls to the function f .415

The cumulative number of calls to f has been improved by a factor greater than 4 in416

comparison with the two other methods, even if in term of error the three methods417

remain close and of reasonable quality.418

419

Fig. 4. Analytical example. Boxplots of the error estimation for different values l0, ε and
methods (30 runs for each boxplot)

Figure 4 presents a comparison of the errors at last iteration, i.e., when the stop-420

ping criteria associated to the SUR strategy is verified, for each method and each421

criterion associated to expectation estimation. This shows that the recovering errors422

are quite constant for the Weighted Scenario method. Thus, the starting point seems423

to have little influence on the quality of the recovering, and the latter can be chosen424

arbitrarily.425
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In the following, the stopping criteria for SUR (l0 = 4, ε = 5.10−3) and for estimation426

of the expectation (l0 = 4, ε = 10−2) are chosen because they offer a good compromise427

between the accuracy and the number of model evaluations.428

429

Table 3 compares the sensitivity of the methods to the size of the available sample430

Ξ, denoted by N. In each cell of the table, we perform 20×20 independent runs. Indeed,431

for each value of N, we generate 20 training samples Ξ of size N and for each sample432

we perform 20 runs for each method. The table summarizes the results averaged over433

the 400 runs.434

µ(Γ∗4Qnlast,α∗nlast
)/µ(Γ∗) Cumulative number of calls to f

Scenario Fpca W.Scenario Scenario Fpca W.Scenario

N = 50 9.26% 9.33 % 5.73 % 3059 (34) 2988 (34) 387 (14)
N = 100 9.05 % 9.19 % 5.52 % 3054 (34) 2786 (33) 477 (16)
N = 200 8.61 % 8.84 % 4.26 % 3131 (35) 2850 (34) 499 (17)

Table 3
Analytical example. Results obtained at the last iteration for different sample size and methods.

(.) : the average total number of iterations (SUR)

We note that for a larger sample size, the recovering error is smaller. This can435

be explained by the fact that with a large sample size, the available information on436

variable V enables an effective estimation of the expectation.437

We know that the Weighted Scenario and the probabilistic modelling (Fpca) depend438

on the truncation argument. To better understand the effect of the number of dimen-439

sions m, we fix the stopping criteria for the SUR strategy and expectation estimation,440

and we consider different values of m= {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Each cell of Table 4 represents441

the result averaged over 14×20 independent runs. For each m, we generate 14 samples442

Ξ of size N=200, and for each of them we perform 20 runs of each method.443

µ(Γ∗4Qnlast,α∗nlast
)/µ(Γ∗) Cumulative number of calls to f

Fpca W.Scenario Fpca W.Scenario

m = 2 12.21 % 5.81 % 2861 (34) 536 (18)
m = 3 10.74 % 4.7 % 2851 (33) 544 (14)
m = 4 10.17 % 4.46 % 2893 (34) 515 (18)
m = 5 9.93 % 4.4 % 2980 (35) 500 (18)
m = 6 8.89 % 4.21 % 2885 (34) 494 (18)

Table 4
Analytical example. Results obtained at the last iteration for different values of the truncation

argument. (.) : the average total number of iterations (SUR)

Table 4 shows that for all values of m, the Weighted Scenario outperforms the444

probabilistic Fpca modelling. As shown in Table 5, for high truncation argument, the445

explained variance increases, that explains the decrease of the estimation error for the446

probabilistic modelling (Fpca). In the other hand, the Weighted Scenario seems to be447

quite constant for m ≥ 3. This can be explained by the fact that the KL expansion is448

only used to define a space filling design, and the information lost by the truncation449

is recovered by tacking the corresponding curve in the set Ξ. On the contrary, the450

probabilistic modelling which is based on Fpca gives better results when m is higher.451
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Fig. 5. Analytical example. Results at the last iteration in the case m = 4. Coverage func-
tion, boundary of the true set (red), estimate set (green). The initial design of experiments (black
triangles), the added points (red circles)

However the errors in Table 4 seem to be bounded below. To go below that bound,452

we probably need to increase the size of Ξ. Figure 5 shows the coverage functions453

of the random set Γ obtained at the last iteration for the two methods and there454

corresponding estimate sets.455

m 2 3 4 5 6
Explained variance 90.2 % 93.4 % 95.1 % 96 % 96.7%

Table 5
Analytical example. The explained variance in function of m

5.2. IFPEN test case. In this section we test the proposed method on a au-456

tomotive test case from the IFPEN. The problem concerns an after-treatment device457

of diesel vehicles, called Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR). This latter consists on458

a basic process of chemical reduction of nitrogen oxides (NOx) to diatomic nitrogen459

(N2) and water (H2O) by the reaction of NOx and ammonia NH3. The reaction it-460

self occurs in the SCR catalyst. Ammonia is provided by a liquid-reductant agent461

injected upstream of the SCR catalyst. The amount of ammonia introduced into the462

reactor is a critical quantity: overdosing causes undesirable ammonia slip downstream463

of the catalyst, whereas under-dosing causes insufficient NOx reduction. In practice,464

ammonia slip is restricted to a prescribed threshold.465

We use an emission-oriented simulator developed by IFPEN, which models the vehi-466

cle, its engine and the exhaust after-treatment system. It takes the vehicle driving467

cycle profile as input and provides the time-series of corresponding exhaust emissions468

as output. A realistic SCR control law is used in this simulator. See [6] for an example469

of such a control law. In this study, we choose two control variables as input and a470

functional one considered as random. The control variables are parameters of the SCR471

control law. They set the targeted level of NH3 storage in the catalyst and then are472

indirectly related to the NH3 injected. They lie in X = [0, 0.6]2. The functional ran-473

dom variable describes the evolution of vehicle speed on I, with I = [0, 5400s]. These474

functional uncertainties come from an available sample of 100 real driving cycles. A475
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subset of that sample is represented in Figure 6.476

Fig. 6. Automotive test case. Sample of 7 real driving cycles.

In short, the ammonia emissions peak during a driving cycle is modelled as a477

function,478

f : X× V → R
(x,V) 7→ f(x,V) = maxt∈I NHslip

3 (t)
479

We are interested in recovering the set Γ∗ = {x ∈ X , g(x) = EV[f(x,V)] ≤480

c}, with c = 30ppm. Conducting these studies with full grid simulations requires481

many hours of computational time, and the use of meta-models allows to tackle this482

computational issues.483

Here we consider a Gaussian process prior (Yx)x∈X ∼ GP (m, k), with constant mean484

function and Matérn covariance kernel with ν = 5/2. The initial DoE consists of a 8485

points LHS design optimized with respect to the maximin criterion. The covariance486

kernel hyper-parameters are estimated by maximizing the likelihood.487

As for the analytical example, we proceed to add one point at each iteration for488

the SUR strategy until the stopping criterion with (l0, ε) = (4, 5.10−3) is verified.489

Concerning the expectation estimation, we set the stopping criterion parameters at490

(l0, ε) = (4, 10−2) and the truncation argument is set at m=20 in order to explain491

80% of the variance. The algorithm was stopped at the 37-point design because492

the Vorob’ev deviation appears to have stabilized, in other words, the absolute error493

between the Vorob’ev deviations of the points 33-37 are smaller than 0.005, as shown494

in Figure 7. We note that for each additional point, the new observed response affects495

the estimation of the excursion set and its uncertainty. Thus, although the Vorob’ev496

deviation generally decreases, it is not a monotonic decreasing. The stopping criterion497

is constructed to check the stability of convergence by taking into account the last498

four iterations.499

In searching for the true set, the SUR algorithm heavily visits the boundary region500

of Γ∗ and allows itself to explore also potentially interesting regions (cf. Figure 8). In501

each added point, Figure 8 shows the number of necessary driving cycles to estimate502

the expectation. We remark that instead of taking the whole sample (100 driving503

cycles), it was sufficient to sequentially and wisely choose a reduced and representative504

number of driving cycles below 20. In the present case, the excursion domain Γ∗ is505

well recovered by the algorithm. Actually, after 37 iterations (815 evaluations) the506

whole domain X has an excursion probability close to either 0 or 1.507
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Fig. 7. Automotive test case. Top : Decrease of the Vorobev deviation when new points are
added. Bottom : Evolution of the absolute error (27) and the red line represents the stopping
criterion.

Fig. 8. Automotive test case. Left : Coverage probability function, estimate set (green) after
37 added points and 815 function evaluations, initial DoE (black triangles), the added points (red
circles). Right : needed driving cycles to estimate expectation at each added point.

6. Conclusions. In this paper, a new method of inversion under uncertainty508

was proposed for problems where some of the input parameters are functional ran-509

dom variables with unknown probability distribution (only a sample is available). The510

objective is to recover the set of control variables leading to ensure some constraints511

by taking into account the uncertainties. The method is composed of two steps : a512
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sequential strategy to catch the excursion set, and the modelling of functional uncer-513

tainties. To solve the first issue a kriging model in the control input space is built. It514

makes possible to assess the uncertainty on the set of interest given a sample of eval-515

uations. Then a sequential strategy (SUR) proposed by [4] and based on the kriging516

model is used to sequentially and efficiently choose new evaluation points to improve517

the excursion set estimation. For the second issue, we consider the expectation to518

model uncertainties and we propose a sequential approach to estimate the expecta-519

tion in each point proposed by SUR. Each curve is represented by its coefficients in520

a truncated KL decomposition. The chosen points in the KL coefficients finite set,521

each one corresponding to a curve, are sequentially added and chosen to approximate522

a maximin space filling design. This methodology leads to an efficient estimation of523

the expectation. As illustrated on the application on an analytical test case with two524

control inputs and a functional random one. The results indicate significant enhance-525

ment in term of precision and number of calls to the simulator. We also applied this526

method to the automotive test case which motivated this research work. In this case,527

the obtained result agrees with the intuitions made from physics behind the simulator.528

The paper focuses on the mean of f(x,V). In practice, other functionals of this dis-529

tribution may be of great importance. For example, practitioners may be interested530

in ensuring a certain level of reliability, leading to consider a probabilistic constraint.531

The proposed method could be adapted to that case by seeing the probability as an532

expectation, at least for moderate risk levels.533
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